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Welcome letter

Welcome to the fourth international conference on Information Geometry and its Applications
(IGAIA IV)!
This conference is special, as it honors the numerous scientific achievements of Shun-ichi Amari
on the occasion of his 80th birthday. Amari has pioneered the field of information geometry and
contributed to a variety of its applications, in particular to mathematical neuroscience. Information
geometry is a quickly growing field which has attracted many scientists from mathematics, physics,
neuroscience, cognitive systems, robotics, and machine learning.
This conference is special for us also for another reason. The three of us met for the first time in
2002, at the first IGAIA conference, which took place in Pescara, Italy. Staying in touch over the
years, later we jointly organised the third IGAIA conference in Leipzig, Germany, in 2010. Now,
for the first time IGAIA has cycled through all our home countries, making a detour with IGAIA
II through Tokyo, Japan, in 2005, and coming to this beautiful location at Liblice Castle, Czech
Republic.
The aim of the conference is to highlight recent developments within the field of information geometry and to identify new directions of research. We are confident that we have put together an exciting
program consisting of invited talks and contributed poster presentations. All titles and abstracts are
included in this book. We thank Václav Kratochvíl for his terrific work with the local organisation!
Special thanks go to Antje Vandenberg who managed all the administrative work in Leipzig. We are
also grateful for the support that we received from Milan Studený.
The conference is financially supported by the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences (Information Theory of Cognitive Systems Group), the Institute of Information Theory and
Automation of the Czech Academy of Sciences, and the Department of Economics and Finance of
the Università degli Studi di Roma "Tor Vergata".
We look forward to many stimulating contributions, and, last but not least, we wish you, Amari
Sensei, a wonderful future, full of happiness and information-geometric enchantment!
Nihat Ay, Paolo Gibilisco, and František Matúš
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Morning session
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Information Geometry: Historical Episodes and Recent Developments
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The Orlicz-Sobolev Exponential Manifold
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Kantorovich Optimal Transport Problem and Shannon’s Optimal Channel Problem
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Riemannian Interpretation of the Wasserstein Geometry
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Morning session
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Information Geometry in Multiple Priors Models,
Worst Case and Almost Worst Case Distributions
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Information Geometry and Game Theory

7
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Information Geometry: Historical Episodes and
Recent Developments
Shun-ichi Amari
RIKEN Brain Science Institute
Japan
e-mail: amari@brain.riken.jp

I begin with personal and historical episodes concerning early periods of information geometry. Then, I will touch upon topics of my recent interests: They are
1) geometrical aspects of system complexity, information integration and consciousness,
2) topological aspects and natural gradient learning of singular statistical models, in
particular multilayer perceptrons used in deep learning,
3) canonical divergence of statistical manifolds, and
4) geometry of score matching.
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The Orlicz-Sobolev Exponential Manifold
Giovanni Pistone
deCastro Statistics
Collegio Carlo Alberto
Moncalieri, Italy
e-mail: giovanni.pistone@gmail.com

One of the possible framework for Information Geometry is the nonparametric
generalization of exponential families leading to a Banack manifold modeled on the
exponential Orlicz space, called exponential manifold. This leads to a generalization
of Amari’s setup, including dual affine bundles and second order calculus. However, a
nonparametric Information Geometry should be able to discuss nonparametric problems about probability measures as they appear outside Statistics, e.g. in Mathematical Analysis and Statistical Physics. In particular we will discuss the issue of
differentiability of densities under Orlicz-Sobolev assumptions. The talk will present
some new developments following from

References
[1] B. Lods, G. Pistone (2015). Information Geometry Formalism for the Spatially
Homogeneous Boltzmann Equation. Entropy, 17(6), 4323-4363
[2] L. Malag, G. Pistone (2015). Second-order Optimization over the Multivariate
Gaussian Distribution. In Geometric Science of Information F. Barbaresco and
F. Nielsen ed.s, Springer LNCS 9389, 349-358.
[3] D. Brigo and G. Pistone (2016). Projection based dimensionality reduction for
measure valued evolution equations in statistical manifolds. arXiv:1601.04189
[4] D. Brigo and G. Pistone (2016). Eigenfunctions based Maximum Likelihood estimation of the Fokker Planck Equation and Hellinger projection. Submitted.
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Kantorovich optimal transport problem and
Shannon’s optimal channel problem
Roman Belavkin
Middlesex University
United Kingdom
e-mail: R.Belavkin@mdx.ac.uk

We show that the optimal transport problem (OTP) in the Kantorovich formulation is equivalent to Shannon’s variational problem on optimal channel with one
additional constraint, which fixes a specific output measure. Without this constraint,
a solution to Shannon’s problem generally achieves smaller expected cost than the
optimal transport. Therefore, from game theoretic point of view, solutions to the
Shannon’s problem should be always preferred to the optimal transport maps. This
result is a consequence of the geometry of the information divergence. Specifically,
we show that strict convexity and differentiability of the divergence implies the fact
that optimal joint probability measures are always in the interior of the simplex of
all joint measures. We discuss these results in the context of OTP on discrete and
continuous domains.
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Riemannian interpretation of the Wasserstein
geometry
Felix Otto
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Germany
e-mail: Felix.Otto@mis.mpg.de

We review the infinite-dimensional Riemannian interpretation of the space of probability measures endowed with the Wasserstein metric. In particular, we shall address
the relation between the differential geometry of the base space and that of the space
of probability measures.
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Information Geometry in Multiple Priors Models,
Worst Case and Almost Worst Case Distributions
Imre Csiszár

Thomas Breuer

Alfréd Rényi Institute of Mathematics

PPE Research Centre

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary

FH Vorarlberg, Austria

e-mail: csiszar.imre@renyi.mta.hu

e-mail: thomas.breuer@fhv.at

Abstract
Minimisation of the expectation EP (X) of a random variable X over a family
Γ of plausible distributions P is addressed, when Γ is a level set of some entropy
functional. It is shown, using a generalized Pythagorean identity, that whether
or not a worst case distribution (minimising EP (X) subject to P ∈ Γ) exists, the
almost worst case distributions cluster around an explicitely specified, perhaps
incomplete distribution. It is also analysed how the existence of a worst case
distribution depends on the threshold defining the set Γ.

1

Entropy functionals

An entropy functional over nonnegative measurable functions pm a set Ω, equipped
with a (finite or σ-finite) measure µ, is
Z
H(p) = Hβ (p) :=
β(ω, p(ω))µ(dω),
Ω

where β belongs to the collection B of functions β(ω, s) on Ω × R+ , measurable in
ω for each s ∈ R+ , and strictly convex and differentiable in s on (0, +∞) for each
ω ∈ Ω, with β(ω, 0) = lims↓0 β(ω, s).
dP
Entropy functionals are of main interest for densities p = dµ
of distributions P.
Best known is I-divergence or relative entropy, also familiar are other f -divergences
Z
Df (P||µ)) = f (p(ω))µ(dω) if µ(Ω) = 1,
and Bregman distances
Bf (p, q) =

Z

∆f (p(ω), q(ω))µ(dω).

Here ∆f (s, r) = f (s) − f (r) − f 0 (r)(s − r). More general Bregman distances, with
any β ∈ B in the role of f , will also be needed.
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The problem

In Mathematical Finance, the monetary payoff or utility of some action, e.g. of a
portfolio choice, is a function X(ω) of a collection ω of random risk factors governed
by a distribution not known exactly that can often be assumed to belong to a set Γ
of “plausible” distributions. Then the negative of the worst case expected payoff
Z
inf EP (X) = inf
X(ω)P(dω)
P∈Γ

P∈Γ

Ω

is a measure of the risk of this action. Familiar choices for Γ are an I-divergence ball
or some other f -divergence ball around a “default distribution”.
More gererally, Γ = {P : dP = pdµ, H(p) ≤ k} will be considered with any entropy
functional H and threshold k, addressing the corresponding infimum V (k). This
problem motivated by Mathematical Finance appears of independent interest, and the
results obtained are expected to be relevant also in other fields. Study of the closely
related problem of minimising entropy functionals subject to moment constraints has
substantially contributed to the development of Information Geometry. Results of
joint work of the first author with F. Matús̆ on that problem, including a generalised
Pythagorean identity, will be essentially used in this talk.

3

Sketch of results

First, a known expression of V (k) when H is an f -divergence is extended to general
entropy functionals.
A main result (new even for I-divergence) is that the densities p with H(p) close to
k and Ep (X) close to V (k) cluster in Bregman distance around an explicitly specified
function that equals the worst case density if it exists, but otherwise may even have
integral less than 1.
Next, the function V (k) is analysed, it is shown differentiable in typical cases but
not always. Finally, the dependence on k of the existence of a worst case density is
addressed. In case of f -divergences, it is shown to either exist for all k, or to exist/do
not exist for k less/larger than a critical value. A conjecture is formulated about how
this result might extend to general entropy functionals.

Acknowledgement
Imre Csiszár is supported by the Hungarian National Science Foundation, Grant
105840. Thomas Breuer is supported by the Josef Ressel Centre for Scientific Computing in Finance, Logistics, and Energy. Parts of this paper were presented at ISIT
2013 in Istanbul and at GSI 2015 in Paris. The full paper has been submitted to
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory.
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Information Geometry and Game Theory
Jürgen Jost
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Germany
e-mail: jost@mis.mpg.de

In economics, the values of parameters can influence utilities, and in order to
quantify such effects, one needs to compute products between gradients. Therefore,
one needs a Riemannian metric. When the parameters are of an information theoretical nature, like capacities of information channel, one is naturally lead to the Fisher
metric. In this talk, I shall develop the corresponding mathematical framework. and
describe applications and examples in game theory. The players need not be fully
rational, but may rather play so-called quantal response equilibria, which are based
on kinds of Gibbs distributions.
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Entropy on convex sets
Peter Harremoës
Copenhagen Business College
Danemark
e-mail: harremoes@ieee.org

On the simplex of probability distributions information divergence is characterized
as a Bregman divergence that satisfies a certain sufficiency condition. Bregman divergences are associated with convex optimization and the sufficiency condition means
that the optimal decision is not influenced by irrelevant information. For quantum
systems the simplex of probability distributions is replaced by a convex set of density matrices, but in some cases our knowledge of a system may be represented even
more general convex sets. For any convex set it is possible to define a function that
generalizes the well-known Shannon entropy defined on the simplex, but only special
convex sets have the property that the corresponding Bregman divergence satisfies a
generalized sufficiency condition. These problems lead to a strengthened version of
Caratheodory’s theorem and some open problem related to the foundation of quantum
mechanics.
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Estimation with infinite dimensional kernel
exponential families
Kenji Fukumizu
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
Japan
e-mail: fukumizu@ism.ac.jp

I will discuss infinite dimensional exponential families given by reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, focusing estimation of the functional parameter with the score
matching method. Some results of asymptotic theory are shown on the convergence
of parameters for large sample size in both of the well-specified case, where the true
density is in the model, and the miss-specified case, where the true density is not
within the model but in a slightly larger function space. I will also show some practical
applications of the model including parameter estimation with intractable likelihood.
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A Monte Carlo approach to a divergence
minimization problem
Michel Broniatowski
Université Pierre et Marie Curie
Paris, France
e-mail: michel.broniatowski@upmc.fr

Large deviation probabilities for conditional weighted empirical measures exhibit
divergences as rate functions. Reciprocally, many divergences can be seen as such
rates, for specific weights. The talk is based on this remark, and states various
connections between natural exponential families, their variance functions, and classes
of divergences. As a direct consequence, minimization of divergences over specific
constraints can be performed using a simple Monte Carlo procedure.
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Information geometry associated with two
generalized means
Shinto Eguchi
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
Japan
e-mail: eguchi@ism.ac.jp

We discuss a generalization of e-geodesic and m-geodesic, which provides a natural extension for the standard framework of information geometry. The main idea
is to employ quasi-arithmetic and quasi-harmonic means for positive numbers. The
generalized e-geodesic is defined by the quasi-arithmetic mean, which associates with
the canonical divergence and the generalized expectation; the generalized m-geodesic
is defined by the quasi-harmonic mean, which is characterized to preserve the generalized expectation. We elucidate that there is a variety of generalization for the
standard framework in which the space of probability density functions is viewed
as a dual Euclidean space in the sense that the Pythagoras theorem holds via the
generalized e-geodesic and m-geodesic.
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Quantum entropy derived from first principles
Frank Hansen
Institute for Excellence in Higher Education
Tohoku University
41 Kawauchi, Aoba-ku, Sendai, Japan
e-mail: frank.hansen@m.tohoku.ac.jp

The most fundamental properties of quantum entropy are derived by considering
the union of two ensembles. We discuss the limits these properties put on any entropy
measure and obtain, within reasonable interpretations, that they uniquely determine
the form of the entropy functional up to normalisation. In particular, the result
implies that all other properties of quantum entropy may be derived from these first
principles.
Keywords: quantum entropy, ensembles.

References
[1] F. Hansen. (2014), Trace functions with applications in physics, J. Stat. Phys.,
154:807–818.
[2] F. Hansen (2016), Quantum entropy derived from first principles, arXiv:
1604.05093.
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Information geometry of quantum resources
Davide Girolami
University of Oxford
United Kingdom
e-mail: davide.girolami@physics.ox.ac.uk

Quantum systems exhibit peculiar properties which cannot be justified by classical
physics, e.g. quantum coherence and quantum correlations. Once confined to thought
experiments, they are nowadays created and manipulated by exerting an exquisite
experimental control of atoms, molecules and photons. It is important to identify and
quantify such quantum features, as they are deemed to be key resources to achieve
supraclassical performances in computation and communication protocols.
I show that information geometry is a useful framework to characterize quantum
resources. In particular, it elucidates the advantage provided by quantum systems in
metrology tasks as phase estimation. Also, geometric measures of quantum resources
are observable. Indeed, they can be evaluated in the laboratory by a limited number
of interferometric measurements as well as alternative schemes.
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Superadditivity of Fisher Information: Classical vs.
Quantum
Shunlong Luo
Chinese Academy of Science
China
e-mail:

Superadditivity of Fisher information concerns the relation between the Fisher
information in a composite system and those of its constituent parts, and is a surprisingly subtle issue: While the classical Fisher information is superadditive and thus
is in accordance with our intuition, various versions of quantum Fisher information,
which are natural generalizations of the classical one, may violate superadditivity, as
illustrated by F. Hansen for the Wigner-Araki-Yanase skew information. This stands
in sharp contrast to many authors belief. In this talk, we review several aspects of
superadditivity, discuss its implications and applications, and highlight some related
problems.
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Revisit to the autoparallelity and the canonical
divergence for dually flat spaces
Hiroshi Nagaoka
Graduate School of Informatics and Engineering
The University of Electro-Communications
Chofu, Tokyo 182-8585, Japan
e-mail: nagaoka@is.uec.ac.jp

Let (S, g, ∇, ∇∗ ) be a finite-dimensional dually flat space with the canonical divergence D, including the representative example where S is an exponential family, g
is the Fisher metric, ∇ and ∇∗ are the e, m-connections and D is the relative entropy
(KL divergence). A submanifold M is said to be ∇-autoparallel (∇∗ -autoparallel,
resp.) when M forms an open subset of an affine subspace in the coordinate space
of a ∇-affine (∇∗ -affine, resp.) coordinate system. Note that, when M is either ∇autoparallel or ∇∗ -autoparallel, M itself becomes dually flat. For a submanifold M
of S, the following three conditions are shown to be equivalent.
1. There exists a ∇-autoparallel submanifold K of S such that M is a ∇∗ - autoparallel submanifold of K.
2. There exists a ∇∗ -autoparallel submanifold K of S such that M is a ∇- autoparallel submanifold of K.
3. M is a dually flat space for which the canonical divergence is the restriction
D|M ×M of D.
In addition, a submanifold M satisfying (1)-(3) can be represented as M = K1 ∩K2 by
a ∇-autoparallel K1 and a ∇∗ -autoparallel K2 . An important example is given by S =
P (X n ) (the set of positive n-joint distributions) with K1 being the exponential family
consisting of markovian distributions and K2 being the mixture family consisting
of stationary distributions, so that the set M = K1 ∩ K2 of stationary markovian
distributions becomes dually flat with the relative entropy as the canonical divergence.
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Uniqueness of the Fisher-Rao metric on the space of
smooth positive densities
Peter Michor
Universitt Wien
Austria
e-mail: peter.michor@univie.ac.at

For a smooth compact manifold M , any weak Riemannian metric on the space of
smooth positive densities which is invariant under the right action of the diffeomorphism group Dif f (M ) is of the form
Z
Z
Z
αβ
Gµ (α, β) = C1 (µ(M ))
µ + C2 (µ(M ))
α·
β
M µµ
M
M
R
for smooth functions C1 , C2 of the total volume µ(M ) = M µ. For more details, see
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.5577.
In this talk the result is extended to:
1. manifolds with boundary, possibly (there is still a gap) even for manifolds with
corners and orbifolds
2. to tensor fields of the form Gµ (α1 , α2 , . . . , αk ) for any k which are invariant
under Dif f (M ).
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Parametrized measure models and a generalization of
Chentsov’s theorem
Lorenz Schwachhöfer
Technische Universität Dortmund
Germany
e-mail: Lorenz.Schwachhoefer@math.uni-dortmund.de

Nihat Ay
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Germany
e-mail: nay@mis.mpg.de

Jürgen Jost
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Germany
e-mail: jjost@mis.mpg.de

Hông Vân Lê
Mathematical Institute, Czech Academy of Sciences
Prague, Czech Republic
e-mail: hvle@math.cas.cz

We review the infinite-dimensional Riemannian interpretation of the space of probability measures endowed with the Wasserstein metric. In particular, we shall address
the relation between the differential geometry of the base space and that of the space
of probability measures.
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Nonlinear PDE in Information Geometry
Gerard Misiolek
University of Notre Dame
USA
e-mail: gmisiole@nd.edu

Using a geometric framework developed by Arnold in 1960’s for the Euler equations
of hydrodynamics I will describe a family of evolution equations associated with the
Amari-Chentsov structure on the space of densities on the circle.
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Information Geometric Nonlinear Filtering: a Hilbert
Approach
Nigel Newton
University of Essex
United Kingdom
njn@essex.ac.uk

Nonlinear filtering is a branch of Bayesian estimation in which a “signal” process
is progressively estimated from the history of a related “observations” process. Nonlinear filters are typically expressed in terms of stochastic differential equations for the
posterior distribution of the signal, which is nearly always of infinite-dimension (in
the sense that it cannot be represented by a finite number of statistics). The natural
“state space” for a nonlinear filter is a suitably rich family of probability measures
having an appropriate topology, and the statistical manifolds of Information Geometry are obvious candidates.
The talk will outline recent results on Hilbert manifold representations for nonlinear filters, concentrating on their information-theoretic properties. Finite-dimensional
filters, and their role in approximation, will be briefly discussed.
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Embeddings of statistical manifolds
Hông Vân Lê
Mathematical Institute, Czech Academy of Sciences
Prague, Czech Republic
e-mail: hvle@math.cas.cz

I shall present a theorem stating that any compact (possibly with boundary)
statistical manifold (M, g, T ) admits an isostatistical embedding into the statistical
manifold Cap+ (Ω) of all positive probability measures on a finite sample space Ω
provided with the Fisher metric and the Amari-Chentsov tensor. Furthermore, any
finite dimensional noncompact statistical manifold (M, g, T ) admits an embedding I
into the space Cap+ (N + ) of all positive probability measures on the set N + of all
natural numbers such that g is equal to the Fisher metric defined on I(M ) and T is
equal to the Amari-Chentsov tensor defined on I(M ). Hence any statistical manifold
is a statistical model.
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Knowledge modelling after Shannon
Flemming Topsøe
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Copenhagen
Denmark
e-mail: topsoe@math.ku.dk

All researchers – whatever field they represent – encounter situations where elements of cognition such as truth, belief, perception and knowledge are important.
A main aim in such situations is to make inference based on sound rational considerations. Since uncertainty is an inevitable element in these situations, it is not
surprising that models based on probabilistic thinking have had a dominating role.
This is also true of information theory, especially having Shannon Theory in mind.
However, models have been suggested which are more abstract in nature. Three types
of such models are: Geometric models with a focus on geodesics (initiated by Amari),
models based on convexity with a focus on duality (with Csiszár and Matús as central researchers) and then models based on game theory with a focus on notions of
equilibrium (models promoted by the author).
The talk will focus on game theoretical models. It will be consistent with previous
research of the author but more abstract in nature and, as a pronounced element,
motivated to a large extent by philosophical considerations. As examples of the kind
of philosophy that enters we mention two: Firstly, the mantra going back to Good
that belief is a tendency to act and then the view – emerging from discussions with
Harremoës – that there are limits to what can be known, indeed, you can only know
what you can describe. The technical modelling takes as starting point a bivariate
function, description effort depending on elements of truth and of belief. Features
which may be touched upon: A notion of robustness to ease inference; discussion of
the role of convexity and affinity and, related to this, the introduction of a notion
of control; introduction of the simplest type of models from the theory developed,
emphasizing the close relation to Bregman divergencies; examples to show that both
geometric problems – in casu Sylvesters problem from location theory – and well known
problems from information theory – such as capacity problems – can be discussed
conveniently based on the game theoretical modelling.
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Higher Order Analysis of Bayesian Cross Validation
in Regular Asymptotic Theory
Sumio Watanabe
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Japan
e-mail: swatanab@dis.titech.ac.jp

In Bayesian estimation, optimization of the hyperparameter is one of the most
important problems. Since the effect of the hyperparameter choice to the generalization loss can not be derived by the lower order asymptotic theory, we need the
higher order statistics using tensor analysis. In this talk, we introduce the higher
order analysis of the Bayesian cross validation loss and prove the following results.
Firstly, the cross validation loss and the average generalization loss are minimized by
the common hyperparameter asymptotically. Secondly, such a hyperparameter does
not minimizes the random generalization loss even asymptotically. And lastly, the
information criterion WAIC has the same higher order asymptotic behavior as the
Bayesian cross validation loss. We also show that minimizing the cross validation loss
is different from maximizing the marginal likelihood.
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Cosmological parameter estimation and Fisher
information matrix
Shiro Ikeda
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
Japan
e-mail:shiro@ism.ac.jp

In cosmology, estimation of so called cosmological parameters is the ultimate goal
in order to understand of our universe. With modern tech- nology, computer can
randomly simulate a universe according to a set of cosmological parameters, and we
observe the real universe through telescopes. Thorough comparison between them will
provide a good esti- mate of the cosmological parameters. But before going to the
estimation, we should understand how difficult the problem is. We simulated a lot of
universe with different cosmological parameters and estimate the Fisher information
matrix with a non-parametric method. This will show how difficult the problem is,
and how much sample points we need in order to have a good estimate.
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Geometry of affine immersions and construction of
geometric divergences
Hiroshi Matsuzoe
Nagoya Institute of Technology
Japan
e-mail: matsuzoe@nitech.ac.jp

Affine differential geometry (ADG) is to study hypersurfaces or immersions which
are affinely congruent in an affine space. It is known that dual affine connections
and statistical manifold structures naturally arise in this framework. In particular,
generalized conformal transformations of statistical manifolds have important roles
in ADG. Originally, such generalized conformal transformations were introduced in
asymptotic theory of sequential estimations in information geometry. In addition,
by latest developments of Tsallis nonextensive statistical physics, importance of these
conformal structures are rapidly increasing. In this presentation, we summarize geometry of generalized conformal structures on statistical manifolds from the viewpoint of
ADG. After that, we apply ADG for construction of divergence functions. Recently,
generalized means and divergence functions of non KL-type have been discussed in
Tsallis statistics. Therefore, we elucidate geometric meanings of generalized means
using generalized conformal structures, and we consider generalization of canonical
divergence from the viewpoint of ADG.
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Geometry of Boltzmann Machines
Guido Montúfar
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
Germany
e-mail: montufar@mis.mpg.de

A Boltzmann machine is a network of stochastic units. It defines an exponential family of probability distributions over the joint states of all network units, with
natural parameters given by pair interaction weights and biases. When some of the
units are hidden, the observable probability distributions form an interesting geometric object, which has been studied in information geometry, algebraic statistics, and
machine learning. In this talk I give an overview on these investigations and present
new results regarding the representational power of deep Boltzmann machines and
the identifiability of parameters in restricted Boltzmann machines.
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A PROJECTION ALGORITHM BASED ON THE
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APPLICATIONS
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We consider the α-projection from a point p on a dually flat manifold S to a
submanifold M ⊂ S, which is a fundamental procedure in statistical inference. Since
the α-projection can be found by minimizing an α-divergence[1], gradient descent type
algorithms are often used. However, in some applications, the derivative of divergence
is not available or numerically unstable. In this poster, we propose a simple and robust
algorithm without calculating the derivative of divergence.
The algorithm is based on the Pythagorian theorem for dually flat manifold. Suppose {pi }i=1,...,k ∈ S are represented by −α-affine coordinate system, they define the
Pk
Pk
−α-flat submanifold M by their affine combinations, M = { i=1 θi pi | i=1 θi = 1}.
Let q ∈ M be a candidate of the α-projection of p ∈ S. When q is actually the αprojection, the Pythagorian theorem holds
ri = D(α) (p, q) + D(α) (q, pi ) − D(α) (p, pi ) = 0.

(1)

If ri is more than or less than zero, it means that the α-geodesic connecting p and q
does not intersect orthogonally to M.
Based on this fact, the proposed algorithm increases θi when ri > 0 while it
decreases θi when ri < 0. In particular when we can assume all θi ’s are nonnegative,
(t+1)
(t)
θi can be updated by θi
= θi f (ri ), where f (r) is a positive and monotonically
increasing function such that f (0) = 1. After the update, θi ’s are normalized so that
Pk
i=1 θi = 1.
As applications of the proposed algorithm, we consider two problems: nonparametric e-mixture estimation and nonnegative matrix factorization.
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The e-mixture is defined as an exponential mixture of k distributions {pi (x)},
!
k
k
X
X
p(x; θ) = exp
θi log pi (x) − b(θ) ,
θi = 1, θi ≥ 0,
(2)
i=1

i=1

P
where b(θ) is a normalization factor. Compared to an ordinary mixture θi pi (x), the
e-mixture has advantages that it belongs to exponential families and it satisfies the
maximum entropy principle. We applied the e-mixture modeling to a transfer learning
problem, where we have only a small number of samples for a target task while a lot of
samples are given for similar tasks. The problem is to find the m-projection (α = −1)
of p(x) representing the target data to an e-flat submanifold (α = 1) defined by a set
of e-mixtures of data distributions {pi (x)}i=1,...,k corresponding to the data of similar
tasks. We consider the problem in a nonparametric setting, where p(x) and pi (x)’s are
empirical distributions. However, since the derivative of divergence is not available in
the nonparametric setting, we apply the proposed algorithm to estimate θi ’s by using
a characterization of e-mixture[2] and a nonparametric estimation of divergence[3].
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a method for dimension reduction,
where data matrix X is approximated by a product of low rank matrices W and H,
and all components of X, W, H are nonnegative. Letting Π be the column-wise L1
normalization operator, Π(X) = Π(W )Π(H) holds if X = W H. The normalized
version of NMF is known as a topic model used in natural language processing. Since
the normalized column can be regarded as a probability vector, the NMF is formulated
as a fitting problem of an m-flat submanifold[4]. This problem can be solved by
alternating e-projections. Exising methods of NMF[5] are numerically unstable when
zero components are included in W or H because of the logarithm of zero. To avoid
the unstability, we apply the proposed algorithm to estimate the matrices W and H.
Keywords: Pythagorian theorem, α-projection, mixture models, topic models
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ON ROBERTSON-TYPE UNCERTAINTY
PRINCIPLES
Attila Andai, Attila Lovas
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A generalisation of the classical covariance for quantum mechanical observables has
previously been presented by Gibilisco, Hiai and Petz. Gibilisco and Isola has proved
that the usual quantum covariance gives the sharpest inequalities for the determinants
of covariance matrices. We introduce new generalisations of the classical covariance
which gives better inequalities, furthermore it has a direct geometric interpretation.
Keywords: uncertainty principle, quantum Fisher information
In quantum mechanics the notion of the (symmetrized) covariance of the observables A and B at a given state D was defined as
CovD (A, B) =

1
(Tr(DAB) + Tr(DBA)) − Tr(DA) Tr(DB)
2

and the variance as VarD (A) = CovD (A, A). In 1930 Scrödinger proved the uncertainty relation
VarD (A) VarD (B) − CovD (A, B)2 ≥

1
2
|Tr(D [A, B])|
4

which was generalized by Robertson in 1934 [6] for the set of observables (Ai )1,...,N
as
!




i
det [CovD (Ah , Aj )]h,j=1,...,N ≥ det − Tr(D [Ah , Aj ])
.
2
h,j=1,...,N
Later several notions of covariance occured, such as the quantum f -covariance [5]


−1
CovfD (A, B) = Tr Af (Ln,D Rn,D
)Rn,D (B) ,
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the antisymmetric f -covariance and the symmetric f -covariance
f (0)
hi [D, A] , i [D, B]iD,f
2
f (0)
qCovsD,f (A, B) =
h{D, A} , {D, B}iD,f ,
2

qCovas
D,f (A, B) =

where [., .] is the commutator, {., .} the anticommutator and the scalar product
 

−1
1/2
1/2
hA, BiD,f = Tr A RD f (LD RD )RD
(B)

is induced by an operator monotone function f , according to Petz classification theorem [4]. Gibilisco and Isola in 2006 conjectured that
det(CovD ) ≥ det(qCovas
D,f )
holds [3]. The conjecture was proved by Andai [1] and Gibilisco, Imparato and Isola
[2] in 2008. We show the more accurate inequality
det(CovD ) ≥ det(qCovsD,f ) ≥ det(qCovas
D,f )
and the following estimation for the gap between the symmetric and antisymmetric
covariance
fRLD
N
),
det(qCovsD,f ) − det(qCovas
D,f ) ≥ (2f (0)) det(CovD

where fRLD (x) =

2x
1+x .

by the function fopt

Moreover we show that the symmetric covariance generated


1+x
2x
is universal in the following sense. For every
+
=
2
1+x
1
2

function g the inequality det(qCovsD,fopt ) ≥ det(qCovas
D,g ) holds.
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A Novel Approach to Canonical Divergences within
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Following Eguchi [3], a divergence D : M × M → R on a manifold M defines a
Riemannian metric g and a pair of dually coupled torsion-free affine connections ∇
and ∇∗ in terms of
gp (X, Y ) := −Xp Yq D(p k q)|q=p ,
(1)
and

gp (∇X Y, Z)
gp (∇∗X Y, Z)

:= −Xp Yp Zq D(p k q)|q=p ,
:= −Zp Xq Yq D(p k q)|q=p ,

(2)

where X, Y, Z are smooth vector fields on M . We have the following inverse problem:
Given such a structure (M, g, ∇, ∇∗ ), can we find a divergence D that induces this
structure in the sense of (1) and (2)? Matumoto [5] has shown that this is indeed
always the case, where, however, D is highly non-unique. On the other hand, when
M is dually flat, that is flat with respect to ∇ and ∇∗ , a canonical divergence with
particularly nice properties has been defined [2]. We propose a natural definition of
a canonical divergence for a general, not necessarily flat, M by using the geodesic
integration of the (locally defined) inverse exponential map [1] (see also the related
work [4]). The new canonical divergence is consistent with Eguchi’s approach in the
sense that it satisfies (1) and (2). Furthermore, it reduces to the known canonical
divergence in the case of dual flatness. Finally, our approach allows us to recover the
Kullback-Leibler divergence as well as the α-divergence as special cases.
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In this work, we show the operational characterization to divisibility of dynamical
maps in terms of distinguishability of quantum channels. It is proven that distinguishability of any pair of quantum channels does not increase under divisible maps,
in which the full hierarchy of divisibility is isomorphic to the structure of entanglement
between system and environment. This shows that i) channel distinguishability is the
operational quantity signifying (detecting) divisibility (indivisibility) of dynamical
maps and ii) the decision problem for divisibility of maps is as hard as the separability problem in entanglement theory. We also provide the information-theoretic
characterisation to divisibility of maps with conditional min-entropy.
Dynamics of open quantum systems shares some similarity with entanglement in
that the characterisation does have a classical counterpart. In recent years, there
has been much progress in understanding, characterising, and detecting divisibility of
dynamical maps, the fundamental property that encapsulates and generalises Markovianity of quantum evolution [1, 2, 5, 3], together with careful analysis and classification of non-Markovian quantum evolution (see the collection of papers in [6]). These
are of general importance for the study of the interaction between a quantum system
and its environment, that is, fundamental phenomena such as dissipation, decay, and
decoherence. In the view of quantum information theory, they corresponds to quantum channels conveying information between parties and the properties are connected
to information capabilities. In fact, recently it has been shown that complexity of the
divisibility problem is computationally intractable, NP-hard [7].
In this work, we present the operational characterisation to divisibility of dynamical maps, more precisely to the refined and general notion k-divisibility, with the unifying idea of quantum channel discrimination. This also merges different approaches
of Markovianity in an operational way. Namely, we identify distinguishability of a
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pair of quantum channels as information flow that signifies divisibility of dynamical
maps. We show that an infinitesimal increase of distinguishability for an arbitrary
pair of channels, hence interpreted as information backflow, implies indivisibility, and
vice versa. This therefore provides schemes of, both theoretically and practically,
detecting indivisible maps including non-Markov processes, similarly to entanglement
detection schemes such as entanglement witnesses while the separability problem itself
also remains intractable. Our results imply that min-entropy, by which distinguishability is quantified, is hence the information-theoretic tool for the characterisation of
divisibility of quantum channels.
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The total mutual information (MI) that a pair of predictor random variables (RVs)
(X1 ,X2 ) convey about a target RV Y can have aspects of synergistic information (conveyed only by the joint RV (X1 X2 ), denoted SI({X1 X2 };Y )), of redundant information (conveyed identically by both X1 and X2 , denoted I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y )), and of unique
information (conveyed exclusively by either X1 or X2 , denoted resp. U I({X1 };Y ) and
U I({X2 };Y )). We have [1]
I(X1 X2 ;Y ) = I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y ) + SI({X1 X2 };Y ) + U I({X1 };Y ) + U I({X2 };Y )
I(Xi ;Y ) = I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y ) + U I({Xi };Y ), i = 1,2
(1)
In this note, we show that a recently proposed measure of I∩ inspired by the informationtheoretic notion of common information (due to Gács and Körner) cannot induce a
nonnegative decomposition of I(X1 X2 ;Y ).
Consider the And mechanism, Y = And(X1 ,X2 ), where Xi = Bernoulli( 12 ),
i = 1,2 and joint pmf pX1 X2 Y is such that p(000) = p(010) = p(100) = p(111) = 14 .
The decomposition evinces both synergistic and redundant contributions to the total
MI. First note that X1 ⊥ X2 , but X1 ̸⊥ X2 |Y since I(X1 ;X2 |Y ) = +.189 ̸= 0. Fixing Y induces correlations between X1 and X2 when there was none to start with.
The induced correlations are the source of positive synergy. The redundancy can be
explained by noting that if either X1 = 0 or X2 = 0, then both X1 and X2 can
exclude the possibility of Y = 1 with probability of agreement one. Hence the latter
is nontrivial information shared between X1 and X2 . For independent X1 and X2 ,
when one can attribute any nonzero redundancy entirely to the mechanism, there is
some consensus that I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y ) = 34 log 43 = +.311 and SI({X1 X2 };Y ) = +.5 [2].
Given two RVs (X,Y ), Gács and Körner (GK) defined the notion of a common RV
to capture the dependence between X and Y and showed that in general, common
information does not account for all the mutual information between X and Y . A
measure of I∩ was defined in [2] to measure how well the redundancy that X1 and
X2 share about Y can be captured by a RV.
I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y ) ..=
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Figure 1: I -diagrams for proof of Lemma 1. Denoting the I-Measure of RVs
(Q,X1 ,X2 ,Y ) by µ∗ , the atoms on which µ∗ vanishes are marked by an asterisk.
where we consider only X1 , X2 and Y with finite alphabets X1 ,X2 and Y resp.
and it suﬃces to restrict ourselves to pQ|X1 X2 Y with alphabet Q such that |Q| ≤
|X1 ||X2 ||Y| + 3. Intuitively, if Q specifies the optimal redundant RV, then conditioning on any predictor Xi should remove all the redundant information about Y , i.e.,
I(Q;Y |Xi ) = 0, i = 1,2. We show that for independent X1 and X2 , if Y is a function
of X1 and X2 when any positive redundancy can be attributed solely to the function (e.g., as in the And mechanism above), I∩ defined as per (2) fails to capture a
nonnegative decomposition.
For finite RVs, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Shannon’s information measures and a signed measure µ∗ over sets, called the I-measure. We denote
the I-Measure of RVs (Q,X1 ,X2 ,Y ) by µ∗ . We use X to also label the corresponding
set in the Information or I-diagram. The I-diagrams in Fig. 1 are valid diagrams
since the sets Q,X1 ,X2 ,Y intersect each other generically and the region representing
the set Q splits each atom into two smaller ones.
Lemma 1. (a) If X1 ⊥ X2 , then I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y ) = 0. (b) If X1 − Y − X2 , then
SI({X1 X2 };Y ) ≤ 0.

Proof. (a)The atoms on which µ∗ vanishes when the Markov chains Q − X1 − Y and
Q − X2 − Y hold and X1 ⊥ X2 are shown in the generic I-diagram in Fig. 1(a);
µ∗ (Q ∩ Y ) = 0 which gives (a).
(b)The atoms on which µ∗ vanishes when the Markov chains Q − X1 − Y , Q − X2 − Y
and X1 − Y − X2 hold are shown in the I-diagram in Fig. 1(b). In general, for the
atom X1 ∩ X2 ∩ Y , µ∗ can be negative. However, since X1 − Y − X2 is a Markov chain
by assumption, we have µ∗ (X1 ∩ X2 ∩ Y ) = µ∗ (X1 ∩ X2 ) ≥ 0. Then µ∗ (Q ∩ Y ) ≤
µ∗ (X1 ∩ X2 ), which gives I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y ) ≤ I(X1 ;X2 ). From (1), if X1 − Y − X2 ,
then the derived synergy measure is SI({X1 X2 };Y ) = I∩ ({X1 ,X2 };Y )−I(X1 ;X2 ) ≤ 0
which gives the desired claim.
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Let M be a smooth (real) manifold of even dimensions and ∇ be a (not necessarily
torsion-free) connection on it. We study the interaction of ∇ with three compatible
geometric structures on M: a pseudo-Riemannian metric g, a nondegenerate twoform ω, and a tangent bundle isomorphism L : T M → T M. Two special cases of L
are: almost complex structure L2 = −id and almost para-complex structure L2 = id,
which will be treated in a unified fashion. When both g and ω are parallel under a
torsion-free ∇, it is well known that L and ω are integrable, turning an almost (para)Hermitian manifold (M, g, L) into an (para-)Kähler manifold (M, g, ω, L), where
(g, ω, L) forms “compatible triple”. We relax the condition of parallelism under ∇ to
the condition of Codazzi coupling with ∇, for each member of the triple.
To this end, we define an almost Codazzi-(para-)Kähler manifold (M, g, L, ∇) to
be an almost (para-)Hermitian manifold (M, g, L) with an affine connection ∇ (not
necessarily torsion-free) which is Codazzi-coupled to both g and L. We prove that if
∇ is torsion-free, then L is automatically integrable and ω is parallel. In this case,
(M, g, L, ∇) is said to be a Codazzi-(para-)Kähler manifold.
Definitions. Let ∇ be a torsion-free connection on M, g and ω be symmetric and
skew-symmetric non-degenerate (0,2)-tensor fields respectively, and L be an almost
(para-)complex structure. Consider the following relations (for arbitrary vector fields
X, Y, Z on M):
(i) ω(X, Y ) = g(LX, Y );
(ii) g(LX, Y ) + g(X, LY ) = 0;
(iii) ω(LX, Y ) = ω(LY, X);
(iv) (∇X L)Y = (∇Y L)X;
(v) (∇X g)(Y, Z) = (∇Y g)(X, Z);
(vi) (∇X ω)(Y, Z) = 0.
Conditions (i)-(iii) define a compatible triple (g, ω, L) – any two of the three specifies
the third. Condition (iv), (v), and (vi) defines Codazzi coupling with ∇ for L, g,
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and ω, respectively. We call (g, ω, L, ∇) a compatible quadruple on M if Conditions
(i)-(vi) are all satisfied.
Our results are shown as the following two main Theorems.
Theorem 1. Let M admit a torsion-free connection ∇, along with any two of the
three tensor fields: g, ω, L. Then M is a Codazzi-(para-)Kähler manifold if and only
if any of the following conditions holds (which then implies the rest):
1. (g, L, ∇) satisfy (ii), (iv) and (v);
2. (ω, L, ∇) satisfy (iii), (iv) and (vi);
3. (g, ω, ∇) satisfy (v) and (vi), in which case L is determined by (i).
Furthermore, (g, ω, L, ∇) forms a compatible quadruple on M.
An alternative characterization of the above finding is through relationships among
the three transformations of a (not necessarily torsion-free) connection ∇: its gconjugate ∇∗ , its ω-conjugate ∇† , and its L-gauge transform ∇L .
Theorem 2. Let (g, ω, L) be a compatible triple. Then (id, ∗, †, L) act as the 4element Klein group on the space of affine connections:
(∇∗ )∗ = (∇† )† = (∇L )L = ∇;
∇∗ = (∇† )L = (∇L )† ;

∇† = (∇∗ )L = (∇L )∗ ;

∇L = (∇∗ )† = (∇† )∗ .

It follows that any Codazzi-(para-)Kähler manifold admits a Codazzi dual ∇C of ∇,
defined as ∇∗ = ∇L , satisfying
C
(iv) (∇C
X L)Y = (∇Y L)X;

C
(v) (∇C
X g)(Y, Z) = (∇Y g)(X, Z);

(vi) (∇C
X ω)(Y, Z) = 0.
To summarize: Codazzi-(para-)Kähler manifold is a (para-)Kähler manifold that is
simultaneously a statistical manifold. A statistical structure (g, ∇) can be enhanced to
a Codazzi-(para-)Kähler structure, which is a special kind of (para-)Kähler manifold,
with the introduction of a “nice enough” L in the sense that L is compatible with g
and Codazzi coupled to ∇. When ∇ is dually flat (i.e., Hessian statistical structure),
we get the so-called “special Kähler geometry.”
Keywords: symplectic, Codazzi dual, compatible triple, compatible quadruple
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Recently, Müller-Lennert et al. [9] and Wilde et al. [11] independently proposed
an extension of the Rényi relative entropy [10] to the quantum domain. Let L(H)
and Lsa (H) denote the set of linear operators and selfadjoint operators on a finite
dimensional complex Hilbert space H, and let L+ (H) and L++ (H) denote the subset
of Lsa (H) comprising positive operators and strictly positive operators. Given ρ, σ ∈
L+ (H) with ρ 6= 0, let,
 1−α
α
1−α
1
1
D̃α (ρkσ) :=
log Tr σ 2α ρ σ 2α
−
log Tr ρ
(1)
α−1
α−1
for α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, ∞), with the convention that D̃α (ρ||σ) = ∞ if α > 1 and ker σ 6⊂
ker ρ. The quantity (1) is called the quantum Rényi divergence in [9] or the sandwiched
Rényi relative entropy in [11], and is extended to α = 1 by continuity, to obtain the
von Neumann relative entropy. The limiting cases α ↓ 0 and α → ∞ have also
been studied in [4, 2] and [9], respectively. The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy
has several desirable properties: amongst others, if α ≥ 21 , it is monotone under
completely positive trace preserving maps [9, 11, 3, 6]. This property was successfully
used in studying the strong converse properties of the channel capacity [11, 8] and
the quantum hypothesis testing problem [7].
Now we confine our attention to the case when both ρ and σ are faithful density
operators that belong to the quantum state space S(H) := {ρ ∈ L++ (H) | Tr ρ = 1}.
In this case there is no difficulty in extending the quantity (1) to the region α < 0.
However, it does not seem to give a reasonable measure of information for α < 0
[10], since it takes negative values. Motivated by this fact, we study the “rescaled”
sandwiched Rényi relative entropy:
 1−α
α
1−α
1
1
log Tr σ 2α ρ σ 2α
(2)
Dα (ρkσ) := D̃α (ρkσ) =
α
α(α − 1)

for α ∈ R\{0, 1} and ρ, σ ∈ S(H), and is extended to α = 1 by continuity. We
shall call the quantity (2) as the sandwiched Rényi α-divergence. In particular, we
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are interested in the information geometrical structure [1, 5] induced from (2) on the
quantum state space S(H).
Theorem 1. The induced Riemannian metric g (Dα ) is monotone under completely
positive trace preserving maps if and only if α ∈ (−∞, −1] ∪ [ 12 , ∞).
As a by-product, we arrive at the following corollary, the latter part of which was
first observed by numerical evaluation [9].

Corollary 2. The sandwiched Rényi α-divergence Dα (ρ||σ) is not monotone under
completely positive trace preserving maps if α ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, 21 ). Consequently, the
original sandwiched Rényi relative entropy D̃α (ρ||σ) is not monotone if α ∈ (0, 12 ).
We also studied the dualistic structure (g (Dα ) , ∇(Dα ) , ∇(Dα )∗ ) on the quantum
state space S(H), and obtained the following

Theorem 3. The quantum statistical manifold (S(H), g (Dα ) , ∇(Dα ) , ∇(Dα )∗ ) is dually
flat if and only if α = 1.
Keywords: quantum Rényi α-divergence, monotone metric, dually flatness
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Let x, y be positive real numbers. The arithmetic, geometric, harmonic, and
logarithmic means are defined by
ma (x, y)
mh (x, y)

x+y
2
2
= −1
x + y −1

=

mg (x, y)

=

√

ml (x, y)

=

x−y
.
log x − log y

xy

Suppose X, Y : Ω → (0, +∞) are positive random variables. Linearity of the expectation operator trivially implies E(ma (X, Y )) = ma (E(X), E(Y )). On the other hand
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies E(mg (X, Y )) ≤ mg (E(X), E(Y )). Working
on a result by Fisher on ancillary statistics Rao [12, 13] obtained the following proposition by an application of Hölder’s inequality together with the harmonic-geometric
mean inequality.
Proposition 0.1.
E(mh (X, Y )) ≤ mh (E(X), E(Y )).

(1)

It is natural to ask about the generality of this result. For example, does it hold
also for the logarithmic mean? To properly answer this question it is better to choose
one of the many axiomatic approaches to the notion of a mean.
The best way to face the above problem is to recall the notion of perspective of a
function [1] [2] [3] [8]; in this way it is possible to see that any mean of pairs of positive
numbers may be represented as the perspective of a certain representing function [10].
In the paper [4] we prove that inequality (1) holds for a mean mf if and only if the
representing function f is concave.
Once this is done it becomes natural to address the analog question in the noncommutative setting. A positive answer to the case of the matrix harmonic mean
was given by Prakasa Rao in [11] and by C.R. Rao himself in [14]. But also in
this case the inequality holds in a much wider generality. Using the notion of noncommutative perspectives one can see that also for the Kubo-Ando operator means
there is bijection with a class of representing function for which the non-commutative
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means are just, indeed, the perspectives [9] [6] [5]. The inequality (1) holds true
also in the non-commutative case but in a full generality. This follows from the fact
that operator means are generated by operator monotone functions; indeed operator
monotonicity of a function defined in the positive half-line implies operator concavity
[7, Corollary 2.2]; rendering the non-commutative setting completely different from
the commutative counter part.
One can also discuss the random matrix case which, to some extent, encompasses
the previous results.
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In this paper we discuss about certain generalized notions of maximum likelihood
estimator and estimation problem in a deformed exponential family. A deformed
exponential family has two dually flat structures, U -geometry by Naudts [1] and the
χ-geometry by Amari et al. [2]. First we recall the U -estimator defined by Eguchi et
al. [3] in a deformed exponential family and its properties. A proof of the generalized
Cramer-Rao bound defined by Naudts [1] is given. Then we give a proof of the result
that in a deformed exponential family the U -estimator for the dual coordinate in the
U -geometry is optimal with respect to the generalized Cramer-Rao bound defined by
Naudts.
A generalized MLE called the maximum F -likelihood estimator (F -MLE) is defined in a deformed exponential family. Then we show that F -MLE is given in terms
of the dual coordinate in the χ-geometry. Finally we pose an open problem regarding
the consistency and efficiency of the F -MLE in a deformed exponential family.
Keywords: Deformed exponential family, U -estimator, F -MLE, U -geometry, χgeometry
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The generalized method of moments for mixture models is proposed in [1]. This
method involves a convex optimization problem: weighted projecting the sample generalized moments onto a generalized moment space. It has been shown that mixture
models can be consistently fitted in point-wise by the generalized method of moments; see [1]. When the generalized moment conditions are carefully selected, the
fitted models are robust to the outliers in the data at the cost of losing efficiency.
However, it remains unclear that how to choose the generalized moments to balance
the trade-off between the efficiency and the robustness. In this poster, we are going
to investigate and discuss this problem through a few numerical examples.
Keywords: Generalized method of moments, Mixture models, Spectral decomposition.
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A simple mixture model for probability density estimation is proposed based on a
loss function associated with a generator function Φ. The function Φ is assumed to
be a strictly increasing and concave function, leading to a class of quasi divergence
that does not require a bias correction term to obtain a consistent probability density
estimator. This property enables us to conduct the probability density estimation in
a computationally efficient way, which is in clear contrast with the property of the
original U -divergence. The statistical as well as information geometric properties are
investigated. Some simulation studies are conducted to demonstrate the performance
of the proposed method.
Keywords: Probability density estimation, Quasi divergence, U -divergence References
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Definition
For a hypergraph A ⊆ 2I , |I| = n, we define a probability manifold of everywherenonzero A-factorizable distributions on ΩI = {0, 1}I ,
Y

PA = p : ∃θZ ;Z∈A ∀X⊆I p(X = (1, . . . , 1)) =
θZ
Z∈A∩2X

Let Pk = P{Z:|Z|=k} Any ordering ϕ : I → {0, . . . , n − 1} define a projection
operator
p({i : ϕ(i) 5 k})
.
mϕ : PA → P1 , mϕ (p)|k =
p({i : ϕ(i) < k})
For a permutation group G ≤ Sn let mϕG (p)|k = GeoM eanπ∈G (mπ·ϕ (p)|k ).

Results
We proved that there exist an algebraic condition for the permutation group G, for
which the operator mϕG is defined unambiguously on PA , that is, mϕG is independent
of the original order ϕ:
Let sOrb(G) be the set of all orbits of all subgroups of G. We claim that mϕG :
PA → P1 is independent of the original
 order
 ϕ iff A ⊆ sOrb(G). Such permutation
I
groups G can be classified for Ak =
, k > 2. The case k = 2 is hard.
k
I
In the special case A = 2 , the condition A ⊆ sOrb(G) is satisfied only for the
full symmetric group Sn for all n, alternating group An for n ≥ 4, and the image of
a non-standard embedding S5 → S6 for n = 6. If A = Ak , then a subgroup G ≤ Sn
different from Sn and An that satisfies A ⊆ sOrb(G) only exists for k ≤ 6 or k ≥ n−3.
On the other hand, the trivial group G = {e} guarantees ϕ-independency only for
a system of n independent Bernoulli distributions.
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For a general permutation group G ≤ Sn , the set of all operators {mϕG : ϕ ∈ I n }
forms a convex set with dimension

 P

Pn
n
i ∂
i ∂
∂
k
i=1 u ∂xi
i=1 u ∂xi
[u ] e
u
−e
ZG (1, 1, . . . , 1)
∂x1
where ZG is the cycle index of the permutation group G [1] and e
as a formal operator.

Pn

i=1

∂
ui ∂x

i

is applied
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In quantum information theory, a qubit channel is the simplest quantum analogue
of a probability transition matrix known from Kolmogorovian probability theory. The
space of qubit channels can be identified with a convex submanifold of R12 via Choi
representation [2]. To each qubit channel a classical channel can be associated which
is called the underlying classical channel.
Our main goal is to investigate the distribution of scalar quantities, which are
interesting in information geometrical point of view, on the space of qubit channels.
Our approach based on the positivity criterion for self-adjoint matrices by means
of the left upper submatrices. This method was previously succesfully applied by A.
Andai to compute the volume of density matrices [1].
The volume of the space of qubit channels with respect to the canonical Eucledian
measure is computed, and explicit formulas are presented for the distribution of the
volume over classical channels. We have constructed an efficient algorithm for generating uniformly distributed points in the space of qubit channels which enables us to
investigate numerically the distribution of scalar quantities on the whole space or over
a fixed classical channel. Distribution of trace-distance contraction coefficient (η Tr )
was investigated numerically by Monte-Carlo simulations. We computed the distribution of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance between the indentity and its image under the
action of a qubit channel.
The range of possible values of η Tr over an arbitrary fixed classical channel was
determined explicitely and the mode of η Tr was calculated numerically. We have found
that the distribution of trace-distance contraction coefficient shows drammaticaly
different behaviour over real and complex unital qubit channels.
Keywords: Qubit channel, trace-distance contraction coefficient, Choi matrix, volume, Monte-Carlo methods.
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Information Geometry is an interdisciplinary and expanding research field at the
intersection of statistics and differential geometry, which studies the geometry of
statistical models, represented as manifolds of probability distributions. Notably,
Information Geometry provides a principled framework for the analysis and design
of natural Riemannian gradient descent algorithms for the optimization of functions
defined over statistical models, with applications in machine learning, statistical inference, information theory, stochastic optimization, and several fields in computer
science, such as robotics and computer vision.
The task of optimizing a function whose variables are the parameters of a statistical model is widespread in data science, think for example to the optimization of
the expected value of a function with respect to a distribution in a statistical model,
the maximization of the likelihood, or more in general the minimization of a loss
function. Whenever the closed formula for the solution of the problem is unknown,
gradient descent methods constitute a classical approach to optimization. However,
it is a well-known result in statistics that the geometry of a statistical model is not
Euclidean, instead the unique metric which is invariant to reparameterization is the
Fisher information metric. It follows that the direction of maximum decrement of a
function over a statistical model is given by the Riemannian natural gradient, first
proposed by Amari. Despite the directness of first-order methods, there are situations
where taking into account the information on the Hessian of the function to be optimized gives an advantage, for instance for ill-conditions problems for which gradient
methods may converge too slowly. Similarly to the natural gradient, also the definition of the Hessian of a function depends on the metric, so that second-order methods
over statistical manifolds need to be generalized to the Riemannian geometry of the
search space.
When we move to the second-order geometry of a differentiable manifold, the
notion of covariant derivative is required for the parallel transport between tangent
spaces, in particular to compute directional derivatives of vector fields over a manifold.
However, an important result in Information Geometry affirms that exponential families, and more in general Hessian manifolds, have a dually-flat nature, which implies
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the existence of at least two other relevant geometries for statistical models: the mixture and the exponential geometries. Differently from the Riemannian geometry, the
exponential and mixture geometries are independent from the notion of metric, and
they are defined by two dual affine connections, the mixture and the exponential connections. The dual connections, which are equivalently specified by the dual covariant
derivatives, allow to define dual parallel transports, dual geodetics, and ultimately the
exponential and mixture Hessians. What is specific of Hessian manifolds, is that the
combination of dual Hessians and geodetics allows to define alternative second-order
Taylor approximations of a function, without the explicit computation of the Riemannian Hessian and the Riemannian geodetic, which are computationally expensive
operations in general. Compared to Riemannian manifolds, dually-flat manifolds have
a richer geometry that can be exploited in the design of more sophistical second-order
optimization algorithms.
Second-order methods, such as the Newton method, conjugate gradient, and trust
region methods, are popular algorithms in mathematical optimization, known for their
super-linear convergence rates. The application of such methods to the optimization
over statistical manifolds using second-order Riemannian optimization algorithms is a
novel and promising area of research, indeed even if Information Geometry and secondorder manifold optimization are well consolidated fields, surprisingly little work has
been done at the intersection of the two. The optimization methods developed for
statistical models based on dual geometries can be adapted to the larger class of
Hessian manifolds. Indeed, all Hessian manifolds admit a dual geometrical structure analogous to that of statistical manifolds, given by the dual affine connections.
Hessian manifolds include matrix manifolds, such as the cone of positive-definite matrices, and several other convex cones, with applications in robotics, computer vision,
pattern recognition, signal processing, conic optimization, and many others.
In this work, after a description of the general theory behind second-order Information Geometry, we present an application to the optimization over the multivariate
Gaussian distribution, and analogously, over the cone of positive definite matrices.
Keywords: Information geometry, natural gradient, optimization over manifolds,
Hessian manifolds, affine connections, exponential and mixture Hessians.
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One of the most commonly used Riemannian metrics on the set of symmetric,
positive definite (SPD) matrices is the Log-Euclidean metric [1]. In this metric, the
geodesic distance between two SPD matrices A and B is given by
dlogE (A, B) = || log(A) − log(B)||F ,

(1)

where log denotes the matrix principal logarithm.
Log-Hilbert-Schmidt distance. The generalization of the Log-Euclidean metric to the infinite-dimensional manifold Σ(H) of positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt operators on a Hilbert space H has recently been given by [2]. In this metric, termed LogHilbert-Schmidt (Log-HS) metric, the distance between two positive definite HilbertSchmidt operators A + γI > 0 and B + µI > 0, A, B ∈ HS(H), γ, µ > 0, is given
by
dlogHS [(A + γI), (B + µI)] = || log(A + γI) − log(B + µI)||eHS ,

(2)

with the extended Hilbert-Schmidt norm defined by ||A + γI||2eHS = ||A||2HS + γ 2 .
RKHS covariance operators. As examples of positive Hilbert-Schmidt operators, consider covariance operators in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS),
which play an important role in machine learning and statistics. Let X be any nonempty set. Let K be a positive definite kernel on X ×X and HK its induced RKHS. Let
H be any Hilbert feature space for K, assumed to be separable, which we identify with
HK , with the corresponding feature map Φ : X → H, so that K(x, y) = hΦ(x), Φ(y)iH
∀(x, y) ∈ X × X . Let x = [x1 , . . . , xm ] be a data matrix randomly sampled from X
according to some probability distribution. The feature map Φ gives the (potentially
infinite) data matrix Φ(x) = [Φ(x1 ), . . . , Φ(xm )] in H. Formally,
Φ(x) is a bounded
P
m
linear operator Φ(x) : Rm → H, defined by Φ(x)b = m
b
Φ(x
j
j ), b ∈ R . The
j=1
covariance operator for Φ(x) is defined by

1
1
Φ(x)Jm Φ(x)∗ : H → H, Jm = Im − 1m 1Tm .
(3)
m
m
For γ > 0, µ > 0, the Log-HS distance dlogHS [(CΦ(x) + γIH ), (CΦ(y) + µIH )] between two
regularized covariance operators (CΦ(x) + γIH ) and (CΦ(y) + µIH )
CΦ(x) =

dlogHS = || log(CΦ(x) + γIH ) − log(CΦ(y) + µIH )||eHS
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has a closed form in terms of the corresponding Gram matrices [2]. This distance is
generally computationally intensive for large m, however.
Approximation by finite-dimensional Log-Euclidean distances. To reduce
the computational cost, we consider computing an explicit approximate feature map
Φ̂D : X → RD , where D is finite and D << dim(H), so that
hΦ̂D (x), Φ̂D (y)iRD = K̂D (x, y) ≈ K(x, y), with lim K̂D (x, y) = K(x, y),
D→∞

(5)

∀(x, y) ∈ X × X . With the approximate feature map Φ̂D , we have the matrix Φ̂D (x) =
[Φ̂D (x1 ), . . . , Φ̂D (xm )] ∈ RD×m and the approximate covariance operator
CΦ̂D (x) =

1
Φ̂D (x)Jm Φ̂D (x)T : RD → RD .
m

(6)

We then consider the following as an approximate version of the Log-HS distance
given in Formula (4):




log CΦ̂D (x) + γID − log CΦ̂D (y) + µID

F

.

(7)

Key theoretical question. We need to determine whether Formula (7) is truly a
finite-dimensional approximation of Formula (4), in the sense that
lim

D→∞

log(CΦ̂D (x) + γID ) − log(CΦ̂D (y) + µID )

F

= || log(CΦ(x) + γIH ) − log(CΦ(y) + µIH )||eHS .

(8)

The following results shows that in general, this is not possible.
Theorem 1. Assume that γ 6= µ, γ > 0, µ > 0. Then
lim

D→∞

log(CΦ̂D (x) + γID ) − log(CΦ̂D (y) + µID )

F

= ∞.

In practice, however, it is reasonable to assume that we can use the same regularization parameter for both CΦ̂D (x) and CΦ̂D (y) , that is to set γ = µ. In this setting, we
obtain the necessary convergence, as follows.
Theorem 2. Assume that γ = µ > 0. Then
lim

D→∞

log(CΦ̂D (x) + γID ) − log(CΦ̂D (y) + γID )

F

= || log(CΦ(x) + γIH ) − log(CΦ(y) + γIH )||eHS .

(9)
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Hippocampal place cells’ spiking patterns have been extensively studied on linear
tracks. The direct correspondence between space and time in this case, provides an
accesible framework on which to study temporal coding strategies, with implications
for spatial navigation and memory formation. On the population level, the precise
temporal relationship between spiking neurons is readily encoded in the correlation
functions, and in the linear track case, can be linked in a straightforward manner to
spatial properties characterizing the place fields by means of phase precession. There
is, however, little work concerning the temporal structure in an open field exploratory
task. Indeed, undersampling of the area shared among two place fields hinders a clear
observation of the associated correlation function.
In this work, we develop an analytical framework in which to explore the temporal
relationship between two dimensional place fields, which are modeled to undergo
phase precession and theta modulation. As our main result, we provide a concise
mathematical description of the correlation function, and highlight its connection to
spatial parameters shaping the place fields. We contrast our findings with a numerical
simulation of place cell activity following a random walk on a circular arena, whose
firing patterns arise form a Poisson point process that generate noisy spike patterns.
Keywords: correlation functions, spatial navigation, place fields
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In this paper we discuss the information geometric framework for the mismatched
estimation problem in an exponential family. In the context of population decoding
in neuroscience, one often uses a mismatched model or an unfaithful model instead
of the original model for a computational convenience or to quantify the correlated
activities of neurons etc., see [1], [2] for more details. Oizumi et al. [1] studied the
maximum likelihood estimation problem based on a mismatched model in the case of
an exponential family from an information geometric point of view. In this paper we
discuss the information geometric approach to the general estimation problem based
on a mismatched model in an exponential family. We describe the necessary and sufficient conditions for an estimator based on mismatched model to be consistent and
efficient. Then we consider the maximum likelihood estimator based on a mismatched
model. Oizumi et al. [1] stated certain conditions for the maximum likelihood estimator based on a mismatched model to be consistent and efficient. We give a theoretical
formulation of their results in a curved exponential family and a detailed proof of the
same.
Keywords: Exponential family, Mismatched model, deformed exponential family
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The state of a quantum system is described by a wave function, this is a normalized
element ψ of a Hilbert space, or by a density matrix ρ, which is a trace-class operator
with trace 1 and non-negative eigenvalues. Typical for a quantum measurement is
that it does not reveal the state of the system up to some measurement error. This
is a major deviation from the situation in classical systems. If one measures the
speed of say a car then the result is a number which usually is a good approximation
of the actual speed of the car. This is not the case for quantum measurements.
The measurement process itself must be described in quantum-mechanical terms.
The coupling between the system at hand and the measurement apparatus fixes an
orthonormal basis (en )n in the Hilbert space of quantum states. The outcome of
the experiment is then that the state of the system is en with probability |hen |ψi|2 ,
where h·|·i denotes the inner product of the Hilbert space. This phenomenon is known
as the collapse of the wave function. From these probabilities one can then try to
reconstruct the original wave function ψ by repeating the measurement under identical
initial conditions.
The point of view here is that the experimental setup necessarily introduces a
condition on the outcomes of the experiment. Conditional expectations have been
studied in quantum probability theory [4]. The origin of these studies is the discovery
[1] of a link with the Tomita-Takesaki theory, which describes one-parameter groups
of automorphisms of von Neumann algebras. The condition that the outcome of the
experiment is an element of an orthonormal basis is a conditional expectation in this
mathematical sense.
The probabilities |hen |ψi|2 can now be explained in geometrical terms. The quantum analogue of the Kullback-Leibler divergence is given by
D(σ||ρ) = Trσ ln σ − Trσ ln ρ.

(1)

Here, σ and ρ are density matrices. Assume now that σ is the orthogonal projection
onto the multiples of the wave function ψ and that ρ is conditioned to be diagonal
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in the given basis (en )n . Then the divergence D(σ||ρ) is minimal when the diagonal
elements of the matrix ρ equal the probabilities |hen |ψi|2 . One concludes that the
experimental outcome is given by the density matrix which minimizes the divergence
D(σ||ρ) under the condition that the matrix ρ is diagonal.This minimization process is
equivalent to an orthogonal projection onto the manifold of diagonal density matrices.
At the end of the previous century physicists succeeded in devising experiments
which avoid the collapse of the wave function. In some cases, thousands of consecutive
measurements are possible [3] before the collapse of the wave function is reached.
Such measurements are now referred to as weak measurements. In a typical setup
the system under study is weakly coupled to a second quantum system. On the latter
strong measurements are performed as usual. By keeping the coupling between the
two subsystems very weak the system of interest is not too much disturbed by the
measurements. In addition, by a proper choice of basis vectors the sensitivity of the
experiment can be increased [2]. The latter can be understood from the fact that the
divergence function diverges at the borders of the manifold [5].
Keywords: Quantum probability theory, quantum conditional expectations, quantum divergence, weak measurements.
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One of the important feature of information geometry [1] is a pair of mutually dual
affine connections. In statistical manifold there exists a submanifold that is simultaneously autoparallel with respect to both of the affine connections. Such submanifolds,
which we call doubly autoparallel, play interesting and important roles in applications,
e.g., MLE of structured covariance matrices, semidefinite program (SDP) [2, 3], the
self-similar solutions to the porous medium equation [4] and so on.
We discuss several properties of doubly autoparallel submanifolds and show a
characterization in terms of Jordan algebra when their ambient space is a symmetric
cone.
This is a joint work with Prof. Hideyuki Ishi in Nagoya University.
Keywords: mutually dual affine connections, doubly autoparallel submanifold, symmetric cone
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The attempt to gain a theoretical understanding of the concept of time in quantum
mechanics has triggered significant progress towards the search for faster and more
efficient quantum technologies. One of such advances consists in the interpretation
of the time-energy uncertainty relations as lower bounds for the minimal evolution
time between two distinguishable states of a quantum system, also known as quantum
speed limits (QSLs)[1].
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Distinguishing between two states of a system being described by a probabilistic
model stands as the paradigmatic task of information theory. Information geometry, in particular, applies methods of differential geometry in order to achieve this
task [2]. The set of states of both classical and quantum systems is indeed a Riemannian manifold, that is the set of probability distributions over the system phase
space and the set of density operators over the system Hilbert space, respectively.
Therefore it seems natural to use any of the possible Riemannian metrics defined on
such sets of states in order to distinguish any two of its points. However, it is also
natural to assume that for a Riemannian metric to be bona fide in quantifying the
distinguishability between two states, it must be contractive under the physical maps
that represent the mathematical counterpart of noise, i.e. stochastic maps in the
classical settings and completely positive trace preserving maps in the quantum one.
Interestingly, Čencov’s theorem states that the Fisher information metric is the only
Riemannian metric on the set of probability distributions that is contractive under
stochastic maps, thus leaving us with only one choice of bona fide Riemannian geometric measure of distinguishability within the classical setting. On the contrary, it
turns out that the quantum Fisher information metric, also known as Bures-Uhlmann
metric, is not the only contractive Riemannian metric on the set of density operators,
but rather there exists an infinite family of such metrics, as characterized by the Morozova, Čencov and Petz theorem.
We construct a new fundamental family of geometric QSLs which is in one to one
correspondence with the family of contractive Riemannian metrics characterized by
the Morozova, Čencov and Petz theorem. We demonstrate how such non uniqueness of a bona fide measure of distinguishability defined on the quantum state space
affects the QSLs and can be exploited in order to look for tighter bounds. Our approach is general enough to provide a unified picture, encompassing both unitary and
nonunitary dynamics. We show explicit instances of QSLs which make use of some
particular contractive Riemannian metric such as the Wigner-Yanase skew information, and can be provably tighter than the corresponding QSLs obtained with the
conventional quantum Fisher information, thus highlighting the power of our general
approach to reach beyond the state of the art.
Keywords: Quantum Speed Limits, Information Geometry.
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We discuss statistical manifolds [1] with connections of constant α-curvature. The
Pareto two-dimensional statistical model has such a structure that each of its αconnections has a constant curvature (−2α − 2). It is known that if the statistical
manifold has an α-connection of constant curvature then it is a conjugate symmetric manifold [2]. The Weibull two-dimensional statistical model has the following
structure. Its 1-connection has the constant curvature
k (1) =
where γ = lim

n→∞



∞
P

k=1

1
k

− log n



12π 2 γ − 144γ + 72
π4

is Euler-Mascheroni constant. We compare this

model with some known statistical models like normal and logistic ones [3].
Keywords: Statistical manifold, constant α-curvature, conjugate symmetric manifold, Pareto statistical model, Weibull statistical model.
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Binary information geometry (BIG) is a particular case of computational information geometry (CIG) which provides and exploits a universal space of models for
binary random vectors, an exponentially high-dimensional extended multinomial family. Overall, BIG finds natural and fruitful application in a range of important areas,
including notably: binary graphical models, logistic regression and Boltzmann machines. A variety of results are presented and illustrated by examples.
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The geometry of the multivariate Gaussian distribution has been widely used
in literature, [2, 3]. Considering Gaussian distribution as a Riemannian manifold
equipped with the Fisher information metric one may compute curvatures of the
induced geometry and use it for the purposes of inference in its usual mean and
covariance parameters. On the other hand, the Gaussian distribution belongs to
the exponential family, and indeed exponential family can be naturally regarded as
a Kähler affine manifold with a pair of dually flat affine connections that play an
important role in geometric theory of statistical inference. For more information
about Kähler affine manifolds and their relation to information geometry apply to
[1]. Ones you equip multivariate Gaussian distribution with this structure then affine
curvature takes an important role because it carries more information compared to the
Riemannian curvature. One can find a detailed discussion about the affine curvature
in Shima [4]. It is remarkable that the Riemannian curvature of a Kähler affine metric
depends only on the derivatives of the potential function to order at most three,
whereas one would expect fourth derivatives of it to appear. Duistermaat gives some
explanation for this phenomenon [5]. This property of the Fisher information metric
allows us to avoid prolix curvature computations in case of multivariate Gaussian
distributions. On contrary to Riemannian curvature, affine curvature does not have
this property which make its computation lengthy.
In this work, we develop a simple method to compute different curvatures of
multivariate Gaussian distribution and illustrate it for the bivariate case. Then, we
∗ The

authors are supported by TÜBİTAK 1001-113F296
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discuss the importance of affine curvature.
Keywords: Fisher information metric, curvature, Gaussian distributions, affine structure.
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Probabilistic models on discrete space are useful and parameter estimation of
probabilistic models on discrete space is a popular and important issue. For example,
the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) attracts increasing attention in the context of Deep learning [1]. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is popular
method for parameter estimation, but constructions for probabilistic models on the
discrete space are often difficult because of the normalization constant which sometimes requires exponential order computation. To avoid the problem, various kinds
of methods have been proposed. The contrastive divergence [2] avoids the exponential order calculation using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. The
score matching method [3] and the proper local scoring rules [4] utilize information
of “neighbor” and estimate parameter without calculation of the normalization constant. [5] avoids the calculation of normalization constant by employing homogeneous
divergence and a technique of empirical localization for unnormalized model.

In this paper, we focus on a deformed Bregman divergence [6] to estimate parameters of probabilistic models on discrete space. By combining the deformed Bregman
divergence and the technique of the empirical localization, we propose an estimator, which can be constructed without calculation of the normalization constant and
is asymptotically efficient as the MLE. Some experiments show that the proposed
estimator attains comparable performance to the MLE with drastically lower computational cost.
Keywords: Fisher efficiency, Bregman divergence, Normalization constant
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In this talk/poster, I will give out a brief overview of beautiful mathematical
structures in population genetics by using information geometry techniques.
Keywords: information geometry, mathematical population genetics, random genetic drift, selection, mutation, recombination
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A number of information geometric distance measures, when used as test statistics,
are known to asymptotically follow a χ2 distribution. Examples of such statistics
are the likelihood ratio, Wald statistic, Kullback-Leibler divergence, and geodesic
distance. The asymptotic distribution is derived using Euclidean geometry, since as
sample size n → ∞, deviations are confined to the tangent plane of the hypothesis
being tested. However, their non-asymptotic properties are much less understood; as
deviations become large, the effect of the Riemannian curvature becomes apparent,
and exact calculation becomes prohibitively difficult.
We investigated the effect of curvature on statistical inference in the family of
normal distributions by numerically simulating Brownian motion as a generalization
of the central limit theorem. Brownian motion on Riemannian manifolds differs from
Euclidean diffusion due to Christoffel forces that arise from the curvature. Because
the family of normal distributions forms a manifold of constant negative curvature,
Brownian motion accelerates at farther distances, leading to a thicker tail than the
χ2 distribution. Additionally, because the Riemannian curvature of Gaussian models becomes more negative with higher dimensionality, this effect increases as more
parameters are being estimated simultaneously.
The result shows how curvature effects can lead to significant deviations from
asymptotic theory, which comparatively underestimates the potential for large fluctuations, and therefore overestimates statistical significance in hypothesis testing. To
illustrate the effect on different test statistics, we computed the empirical distribution of several infomation geometric distance measures commonly used in diffusion
tensor imaging, using simulated Brownian motion on Gaussian manifolds of increasing dimension. We show the least distortion is experienced by the geodesic and
log-Euclidean distances, followed by J-divergence, and lastly the Frobenius norm.
Keywords: Brownian motion, Riemannian curvature, diffusion tensor
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